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Roughness-induced fluid interface fluctuations due to polar and apolar interactions
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We investigate substrate roughness-induced fluctuations on liquid films in the presence of polar~exponen-
tial! and apolar~van der Waals! interactions in the complete wetting regime. The liquid/vapor interface
roughness amplitudesw increases rapidly with film thickness« above a critical thickness«c for which the film
is stable~or it does not rupture due to presence of polar interactions!, and it reaches a maximum at a thickness
«m slightly larger than«c if polar and apolar components are of comparable strength and for small polar
potential ranges. As the strength of the polar interaction decreases with respect to the apolar, behavior char-
acteristic of that of apolar interactions within the Derjaguin approximation is recovered for moderate film
thicknesses («.«m); sw}z22 with z the healing length.@S1063-651X~99!11701-X#

PACS number~s!: 68.45.2v, 68.35.Bs, 05.70.Ce, 05.70.Fh
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The phenomenon of wetting of fluids on solid substra
has been a long-standing topic of fundamental research
more than a century@1#. Its complexity is cumbersome, sinc
wetting is highly sensitive to roughness and chemical c
taminants of the substrates@1–4#. Significant insight into the
influence of substrate random roughness has been gaine
studies performed within the Derjaguin approximation@2–5#.
The latter accounts for replacing the local disjoining press
Pd by that of a uniform film of thicknessh(r )2z(r ) @with
z(r ) and h(r ) being, respectively, the substrate and liqu
vapor surface profile functions# for small substrate roughnes
amplitudes, and then linearizing the disjoining press
around the average film thickness« on a flat surface.

The Lorentzian damping of the Derjaguin approximati
@}(11q2z2)21# substantially eliminates the small wav
length fluctuations, and the liquid/vapor interface roughn
is dominated by the fluctuations at wave vectorsq,1/«
@1,3#. For a self-affine substrate topology without a natu
roughness cutoff~correlation length!, the surface is rough a
all length scales and the interface follows the substrate m
phology at wave vectorsq,1/« andq,1/z ~with z the heal-
ing length that determines the length scale below which fl
tuations are damped by the liquid/vapor surface tensiong!
@1#. The Derjaguin approximation correctly yields the effe
tive cutoff for «,z @1#. Inclusion of nonlocal effects leads t
additional exponential damping (e2q«) of short-wavelength
fluctuations@1#, while these effects have a small contributio
for film thicknesses«,z @1,3#.

A common case that is usually considered to study
influence of substrate roughness on interface undulation
that of van der Waals interactions@1,7#. These interactions
are of fundamental importance in wetting phenomena si
they occur universally and fall off more slowly at large di
tances than other interactions@1,6,8#. The large healing
length ~thick film! asymptotic behavior of the interfac
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roughness amplitudesw follows the power lawsw}z22,
which is predicted within the Derjaguin framework@9#. Nev-
ertheless, inverse power law potentials do not posses
intrinsic length scale, and thus the film thickness« is the
only length scale that controls the damping of long wav
lengths (q@1/«) @1#.

Exponential interactions have been discussed in the c
text of the wetting transitions, double-layer forces in wa
solutions against ionizable surfaces, etc.~for a review see de
Gennes and co-workers@4#!. The exponential potential form
and potential effective rangel could have significant impac
on the real space fluctuation properties@10#. Recently, a
combination of apolar~van der Waals! and polar~simple
exponential! interactions was considered to describe rupt
of thin films ~«,10 nm! @11#. The polar component may
become significant in systems such as aqueous solution
small film thicknesses@12#. if we denote bySap and Sp ,
respectively, the strength of the apolar and polar compon
for Sap.0 andSp,0 the apolar component will stabilize th
film while the polar component will destabilize~rupture! it
@11,12#.

However, the actual influence of both interactions~van
der Waals and polar exponential! on experimentally measur
able interface fluctuation properties~e.g., interface roughnes
amplitudes by means of x-ray reflectivity! @13# is still miss-
ing, and will be the topic of the present work. This will b
accomplished by direct calculation of the rms interfa
roughness amplitude assuming for simplicity self-affine s
strate roughness over finite length scales. Our calculat
will be confined in the Derjaguin approximation, since t
film thickness involved~in the stable film regime! @12# will
be large enough to safely ignore contributions due to non
cal effects for which the contribution falls off exponential
@1,3#.

The substrate/liquid and liquid/vapor interfaces are c
sidered random single valued functions of the in-plane po
tion vectorr 5(x,y) such that̂ z(r )&50 and^h(r )&5«. For
weak interface fluctuations@ u“h(r )u!1# and in the absence
of thermal fluctuations, the interface height profile is giv
by z2¹2h(r )5h(r )2z(r )2«, which yields after Fourier
transformation@1,3#
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,
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1260 PRE 59BRIEF REPORTS
h~q!5~11q2z2!21z~q!1«d~q!, ~1!

with the healing length z given by
z5@g/(2dPd(«)/d«)#1/2. For the disjoining pressure
@11,12#

Pd~«!5~2Sapd0
2!«231~2Sped0 /l/l!e2«/l, ~2!

the healing length z is given by z5$g/@6Sapd0
2«24

12Spl22e(d02«)/l#%1/2 with d0 the Born repulsion length
and l the interaction range of the polar component. F
dPd /d«>0 the film is unstable and rupture occurs, while
is stable fordPd /d«,0. The critical film thickness«c be-
low which the instability occurs is defined b
(dPd /d«)«5«c

50 @12#.

Figure 1 showsz vs « for the parametersd050.158 nm,
l50.6 nm, Sap50.106 N/m, Sp50.159 N/m, and
g50.0722 N/m ~water! @12#. In the unstable film regime
(«,«c'7 nm! the absolute value of2dPd /d«(,0) is
considered, since otherwisez will be imaginary. In the stable
regime («.«c), 2dPd /d« has a maximum and subse
quentlyz has a minimum at a film thickness«m ~'8.5 nm!
which is assumed to influence the interface fluctuations. F
ure 2 showsz vs the potential rangel for strong (Sp'Sap)

FIG. 1. Healing lengthz vs film thickness«. A minimum is
observed in the wetting or stable regime at«'8.5 nm.

FIG. 2. Healing lengthz vs the polar potential rangel for d0

50.158 nm,«58.5 nm,Sap50.106 N/m,Sp520.159 N/m~strong
polar component!, andg50.0722 N/m. The inset showsz vs l for
Sp520.001 N/m~weak polar component!.
r

-

and weak (Sp!Sap) polar interactions. In the first casez
increases monotonously withl, while in the second case i
shows a maximum as a function of the potential rangel.

The substrate roughness will be modeled as a self-af
fractal, which is observed in a wide variety of thin solid film
@14#. Besides the correlation lengthj, the substrate fluctua
tions are characterized by the rms amplitudes, and the
roughness exponentH (0,H,1) which is a measure of the
degree of surface irregularity at short length scales@14,15#.
For self-affine surfaces,^uz(q)u2& scales as@14#

^uz~q!u2&}H q2222H if qj@1

const if qj!1.
~3!

The Lorentzian model ^uz(q)u2&5@A/(2p)5#s2j2(1
1aq2j2)212H interpolates in a simple manner between t
asymptotic limits defined by Eq.~3!. The parametera is
defined bya5(1/2H)@12(11aQc

2j2)2H# with Qc5p/a0

(a0 is the atomic spacing!, andA is the macroscopic averag
flat area. Although we will restrict our presentation to a sp
cific substrate roughness exponentH in the mean field re-
gimeH, 1

2 @1,2#, similar results will hold for other values o
H as far as the effect of the interaction potential form
concerned. This is becauseH will influence mainly the mag-
nitude of the interface amplitude@9#. In any case, finite
length scale roughness~finite j! is necessary for the correc
determination of the liquid interface fluctuation properties

First, we will comment on the weak fluctuation regim
since Eq. ~1! applies for weak interface local slopesrw
[^u“hu2&1/2!1(u“hu!1) @1,2,16#, and small local varia-
tions of the film thickness in comparison with the me
thickness « @1#. Substituting the Fourier transformh(r )
5*h(q)e2 iq•rd2q in rw and considering translation invar
ant interfaces or^h(q)h(q8)&5@(2p)4/A#^uh(q)u2&d2(q
1q8), we obtain

rw5S @~2p!4/A#E
0,q,Qc

q2^uh~q!u2&d2qD 1/2

. ~4!

Figure 3 showsrw as a function of the mean film thicknes

FIG. 3. Local interface sloperw /s vs film thickness« for d0

50.158 nm, l50.6 nm, Sap50.106 N/m, Sp520.159 N/m,
g50.0722 N/m,a050.3 nm,s51 nm,H50.4, andj as indicated.
The local slope shows a maximum at the minimum of the hea
lengthz as a function of the film thickness«.
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FIG. 4. Interface roughness amplitudesw /s
vs film thickness« for d050.158 nm,l50.6 nm,
Sap50.106 N/m, Sp520.159 N/m, g50.0722
N/m, a050.3 nm, s51 nm, H50.4, andj as
indicated.sw /s shows a maximum at the mini
mum of the healing lengthz as a function of«
~Fig. 1!. The inset depicts directlysw /s vs the
healing lengthz.
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«. The local slope shows a maximum at the film thickne
«m , wherez has a minimum in Fig. 1, while it decrease
with increasing j, reflecting the smoothing of substra
roughness at long wavelengths, thus inducing weaker in
face fluctuations. For thickness«.«m the effect ofj is rather
uniform, while for «c,«,«m as« approaches«c ~unstable
regime! it becomes negligible, sincez grows larger more
quickly than j. In any case, in the stable film regime («
.«c) the local slope is smallrw(!1) as long ass is small
(s/j!1), justifying the applicability of the linear treatmen

Furthermore, we will investigate to what degree the as
ciated to roughness spectrum^uh(q)u2& real space fluctuation
properties~which can be measured experimentally@13#! still
keep a strong signature from the extremum behavior of
healing lengthz in the stable film regime («.«c). For this
purpose, we will examine the behavior of the interfa
roughness amplitudesw as a function of film thickness« for
«.«c . This roughness parameter is given by@13#

sw5S @~2p!4/A#E
0,q,Qc

^uh~q!u2&d2qD 1/2

, ~5!

and Fig. 4 depictssw /s vs « for «.«c . Similar to the local
interface slope, the interface amplitudesw shows a maxi-
mum at the film thickness«m , where z has a minimum,
while with further increase of the film thickness the pow
law behaviorsw;z22 associated with the Derjaguin ap
proximation @9# is recovered. Increment of the roughne
correlation lengthj has an effect similar to that observed f
rw . Nevertheless, the effect of substrate roughness on
rms interface amplitude is more pronounced in abso
magnitude than that of the local slope as« approaches«c .
The inset of Fig. 4 depicts the direct dependence ofsw on
the correlation lengthj relative to the healing lengthz. The
interface amplitude decreases drastically in the reg
z@j, indicating strong damping of substrate-induced flu
tuations at length scales beyond which substrate rough
saturates@Eq. ~3!; ^uz(q)u2&`const forqj!1# @9#.

Figure 5 depicts the dependence ofsw /s on film thick-
ness for various polar coefficientsSp . The transition from
the extremum behavior~maximum! for comparable polar and
s
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apolar components (Sp'Sap) to that dominated by apola
~van der Waals! interactions occurs rather fast at modera
film thicknesses. With increasing film thickness the cro
over to the power law regimesw;z22 @7,9# occurs rather
rapidly for film thicknesses« slightly larger than«m , which
is determined for comparable polar and apolar compone
(Sp'Sap) and small polar potential ranges~l,1 nm!. The
fluctuation properties, however, depend on polar compon
strengthSp in such a way that they differ by more than a
order of magnitude when comparing the strong polar reg
(Sp'Sap) to the weak polar regime (Sp!Sap).

Figure 6 shows the dependence of the interface amplit
sw on the polar potential rangel. The interface amplitude
remains rather insensitive for small polar rangesl, showing
a plateau which increases with increasing polar strengthSp ,
followed by a steep decrease with further increment of
polar potential range. For weak polar interactions (Sp
!Sap), an extremum behavior ofsw /s develops for largerl
which is characterized by a minimum and a slow increm
of sw with further increment of the potential rangel. Such
behavior can be understood from Fig. 2, where especially

FIG. 5. Interface roughness amplitudesw /s vs film thickness«
for d050.158 nm,l50.6 nm, Sap50.106 N/m,g50.0722 N/m,
a050.3 nm, s51 nm, H50.4, andj5100 nm. Solid line,Sp5
20.001 N/m; dashes,Sp520.05 N/m; dots,Sp520.1 N/m; dot-
dashed line,Sp520.15 N/m.
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weak polar interactions~inset!, the healing length shows
maximum that is followed by a slow decrement. This dep
dence is reflected onsw /s, however, with a minimum in-
stead of a maximum since largerz corresponds to smalle

FIG. 6. Interface roughness amplitudesw /s vs polar potential
range l for d050.158 nm, «58.5 nm, Sap50.106 N/m, Sp5
20.159 N/m,g50.0722 N/m,a050.3 nm,s51 nm, H50.4, and
j5100 nm. The inset shows a similar schematic forSp520.001
N/m ~weak polar interactions!.
ys
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influence of the substrate undulations~inset of Fig. 4;
smoothing due to surface tension at larger length scales!. For
strong polar interactions,z increases monotonously withl,
which is reflected in Fig. 6 by the monotonous decremen
the interface roughness amplitudesw /s.

In conclusion, we investigated real space fluctuation pr
erties of liquid films in the complete wetting of self-affin
rough substrates, in the presence of apolar~stabilizing! and
polar interactions~which lead to destabilization or rupture o
the liquid film below some critical thickness!. The interface
rms amplitude and local slope show a maximum at sm
film thickness for polar and apolar components of com
rable strength and small polar potential ranges. As
strength of the polar component becomes smaller than tha
the apolar, the behavior of the fluctuation properties that w
found within the Derjaguin approximation is recovered f
rather moderate film thicknesses. Finally, the interfa
roughness amplitude develops a complex dependence o
polar potential range for weak polar interactions.
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